
 
Media Interview Questions 
 
Tell us about Surprise Powerz. 
 
Surprise Powerz is a series of diverse dolls designed with the purpose of instilling confidence and new 
learning in early learning girls. Codie The Coder, Vera The Vet, Maria The Mathemagician and Astro The 
Astronaut are the first line of dolls created. Each of our 16-inch-tall Surprise Powerz dolls, speak over 75 
phrases to engage your little girl in the science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) worlds that 
surround her. Each is also made with a diverse range of real girls' voices, and our Hispanic doll speaks 
both English and Spanish. 
 
What is Surprise Powerz’s vision?  
 
Create a world dominated by confident and powerful girls. 
 
What is Surprise Powerz’s mission? 
 
Remove limitations set on young girls from traditional baby dolls and princesses by preparing them for 
future success with our diverse educational STEM dolls starting at an early age.  
 
Is Surprise Powerz a STEM brand? 
 
Yes, Surprise Powerz is a STEM first doll brand. All Surprise Powerz dolls are built with science, 
technology, engineering, and math (STEM) learning principles. The multi-sensory STEM experiences that 
our dolls share will help them advance even further in learning and in life. 
 
What inspired you to create Surprise Powerz Dolls? 
 
Like most women of today, the “girl” toys available to Kristel Bell (Founder of Surprise Powerz) as a kid 
were for playing princess or mommy. As an adult, she was surprised to see that girls’ toys hadn’t changed 
much at all. Boys’ toys, in contrast, were already teaching critical skills in serious subjects: science, 
technology, engineering and math. She knew she wasn’t the only one to see this imbalance, and this 
fueled her to create her own line of dolls to equip girls with critical skills to help them navigate school and 
life starting at an early age. 
 
What is a message you want to help spread within your community? 
 
“Let’s lift the limitations traditionally passed down to girls, and help our girls reach their full potential 
starting at an early age.” 
 
What are some of your favorite phrases that the dolls say? 
 
 

• “And Jupiter (gas sound effect appears) is very gassy.” said by Astro The Astronaut. It’s hilarious 
to hear this phrase. It's a true fact that Jupiter is a gassy planet, and when the sound effect is 
added you can’t help but to laugh. 

• I love to hear Codie The Coder jam out, when she starts singing like a robot “BE BE BE BE BE 
BOP I talk like a ROBOT.” She has a clever way of teaching kids about the world of technology 
that surrounds them. 

• Vera The Vet’s slogan “If you’ve got a pet call Vera The Vet.” is super cute, and makes it easy for 
kids to understand her profession. 



• Hearing Maria The Mathemagician’s magical math performance is everything! She ends with the 
answer to the math problem “3 purple butterflies are left.” and you hear hand clap sound effects 
from the audience. Reinforcing support and praise as our little ones are learning is very 
important.  

 
What are your 2021 plans? 
 
We aim to spread awareness about our brand, gain new customers, create strategic partnerships and 
begin building a community of advocates who stand behind our mission.  
 
Are there other Surprise Powerz products in the works? 
 
Yes, currently there are storybooks being developed. In addition, we have a list of fun and exciting new 
toys we’d like to develop as our company grows. 
 
How can we (and our audience) support your business this year? 
 
There are many ways to support our business: 
 
 

1. Check out our website www.surprisepowerz.com  
2. Sign up to get 10% off for first time purchasers + a free guide 
3. Purchase a Surprise Powerz doll/s 
4. Sign up to ‘Sponsor A Classroom”  
5. Read and share our blogs 
6. Follow us on social 

o https://www.instagram.com/surprisepowerz/  
o https://www.facebook.com/surprisepowerz  
o https://twitter.com/surprisepowerz  

7. Bridge the funding and resources gap for Surprise Powerz with grants and startup funding 
support 

 
What challenges did you face as an entrepreneur (or may still be facing)? 
 
As a black woman entrepreneur, I have faced many funding and resources challenges. Black women led 
businesses make up 42% of the net new women owned businesses started in the past year, however 
we’ve only received .06% of the total venture capital pie. iFundwomen said it very well, “Words matter, but 
money talks louder. Fund Black Women.” 
 
In addition, the heightened focus on the fight against racism last year was much needed, but also 
draining. Being a black person with 1619 ancestry, and seeing that many of the same issues my people 
fought against back in the day are still happening today is a sad reality to live with. These traumas and 
triggers definitely take a mental toll on our community, including myself.  
 
Lastly, the COVID - 19 pandemic created even more barriers and many times it felt as if my business 
launch would never happen. I am thankful for the companies and people who made the decision to step 
up when I needed it most, treated me like I mattered as I was ramping up for launch, and stayed 
committed to supporting me.  
 
As a startup black woman lead business there are still many funding and resources areas I could use 
support in. If you are able to provide support, you can reach me at support@surprisepowerz.com . I’d love 
to hear from you.  
 



Is there any advice that you would like to share with other entrepreneurs?  
 
Yes there are many pieces of advice I’d love to share. But the one BIGGEST piece of advice I’d give is 
“Don’t give up!”. I know it sounds cliche, but with every ounce of energy and hope you have inside of you, 
use it to keep going. 
 
MLK said it best “If You Can't Fly Then Run, If You Can't Run Then Walk, If You Can't Walk Then Crawl, 
but Whatever You Do You Have to Keep Moving Forward.” 
 
What is the best way to contact you for press / media inquiries? 
 
Reach out to Kristel Bell at media@surprisepowerz.com and I will respond to you shortly. 
 

 
 


